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Pure nuclear RNAs with DNA-like and ribosomal
them.” A few months later, we developed an
RNA-like base composition (dRNA and rRNA, respecimproved method for isolation of pure rRNA
lively) were isolated by the hot-phenol fractionation
and dRNA based on successive extraction of
procedure and characterized in several ways. In par- phenolic nuclei with 0.14 M NaCI-phenol, pH
ticular,dRNA was found to beheterogeneous in size.
6, at a stepwise
The 45S and 355 components were detected in the
3 elevated temperature (40, 55,
and 65°C). In this way, nuclear dRNA
rRNA fraction. The base composition oftotal RNA in
(referred to as hnRNA in 1965 by other
each fraction coincided with that of newly formed
RNIA. Also, a method ofselective inhibition of rRNA
authors) was first discovered and obtained in
synthesis was proposed for visualization of newly
milligram quantities with a more than 90
formed dRNA in both the nuclei and the cytoplasm~ percent purity.
(The SCI® indicates that this paper has been cited in
Further work, which I started together with
over 260 publications]
two other postdocs, 0. Samarina and M. Ler-

man, and a student, M. Smirnov, was to characterize dRNA. Just in the middle of the project, I was offered a job by V. Engelhardt to
head a department at his Institute of Radiation and Physical-Chemical Biology (now the
institute of Molecular Biology). So, the research was finished there. We found that the
base composition of both total and newly
formed material in the dRNA fraction was
DNA-like. dRNA was found to be heterogeneous in size as followed from the data of sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation. In addition,
we demonstrated the presence of newly
formed dRNA in the cytoplasm using selective
inhibition of rRNA synthesis with low doses
of actinomycin 0. Further improvements of
nuclear RNA fractionation and the properties
of the RNA fractions obtained are described
in reference 4.
Our research was mainly handicapped by
the absence of a Spinco-L ultracentrifuge.
From time to time, we could put one tube into
the SW-25 rotors belonging toother institutes!
The paper describing these results was sent
to Nature and soon we received a proof. Unfortunately, the proof had reached us too late
and therefore the paper was full oferrors. Even
in the affiliation, instead of the Severtsov Institute of Animal Morphology, Severtsov was
made one of the authors. Thus, due to the
courtesy of Nature, I’ve had a unique chance
to collaborate with a man who had died before
I was born.
I would like to believe that frequent citation
of the paper reflects the fact of dRNA (hnRNA)
discovery and isolation in our experiments.
However, it should be pointed out that the first
description
of this was given in earlier pa3
pers.’- Another reason for citation was the
method of using a low actinomycin 0 dose to
visualize dRNA biosynthesis.
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in the spring of 1961, in the Department of
Biochemistry headed by I. Zbarsky at the
Severtsov Institute of Animal Morphology, I
studied with V. Mantieva the properties of nuclear RNA. As a source for its isolation, we
used “phenolic nuclei,” i.e., a material collected between the 0.14 M NaCI and phenol, pH
6, layers after the treatment of Ehrlich carcinoma cef is with the above mixture in the cold.
This material contained nuclei retaining their
original shape. Its extraction with 0.14 M
NaCl-phenol, pH 6, at 65°Csolubilized the
bulk of nuclear RNA that contained 28S and
185 peaks and a heterogeneous material when
subjected to analytical ultracentrifugation. The
base composition of nuclear RNA differed
from that of ribosomal RNA. In particular, nuclear RNA contained more A+ U. We hypothesized that this depended on the presence of
a novel class of RNA with a DNA-like base
composition in addition to ribosomal RNA.
Therefore, we tried to further fractionate nuclear RNA and immediately succeeded in its
separation into two components: one with an
rRNA-like base composition and another with
a DNA-like base composition. We reportedour
results at the international Biochemical
Congress in Moscow and soon after published
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